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Configurationally Confined Multilevel Supramolecular 
Assemblies for Modulating Multicolor Luminescence

Mengdi Tian, Ze Wang, Xing Yuan, Heng Zhang,* Zhixue Liu,* and Yu Liu*

Herein, multilevel supramolecular assemblies are reported based on 
sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin (SBE-βCD) and cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]), which 
can control the topological morphology from nanoparticles to nanosheets 
and modulate the multicolor luminescence. Benefiting from the large 
cavity of CB[8] and its strong binding affinity with positively charged tetra-
phenylethylene pyridinium (TPE-Py), a 1:2 stoichiometric supramolecular 
assembly is formed through host–guest interactions with binding constants 
of 2.95 × 1011 M−2 and fluorescence bathochromic shift about 35 nm due 
to the macrocyclic confinement effect, thereby endowing the fluorescence 
enhancement about 20 times when further assembled with negatively 
charged SBE-βCD to form nanosheets through electrostatic interactions. In 
contrast, the direct assembly of TPE-Py and SBE-βCD can form nanoparticles 
through electrostatic interactions, showing only tenfold enhancement and no 
bathochromic shift due to the lack of macrocyclic confinement effect. After 
doping the near-infrared dye acceptor sulfonated aluminum phthalocyanine 
(AlPcS4), the nanosheets structure exhibits a higher energy transfer efficiency 
of about 75% and a larger antenna effect of 29.3 than that of nanoparticles. 
The multilevel supramolecular assemblies can be used in multicolor lumi-
nescence information storage and multiple logical gate systems, providing 
an efficient approach for configurationally confined topological morphology 
regulation and luminescent materials.
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widely used in the luminescent mate-
rials,[6] energy transfer,[7] molecular rec-
ognition,[8] hydrogels,[9] and information 
security.[10] Therefore, many researches 
have been reported on the multilevel 
supramolecular assemblies. Among them, 
macrocycle primary confinement and 
assembly secondly confinement are very 
important strategies because they can 
modulate the photophysical behaviors 
of assembly by changing the topological 
morphology. For example, George and 
co-workers reported that cationic phthal-
imide derivative can be encapsulated by 
cucurbit[7]uril (CB[7]) or assembled with 
laponite clays through the electrostatic 
interactions, achieving efficient room-
temperature phosphorescence, which 
can be served as light-harvesting energy 
transfer platform for fluorescent dyes.[11]  
Our group reported noncovalent poly-
merization-activated long-lived near-infrared 
fluorescent assemblies based on CB[7]/β-
cyclodextrin confined purely organic 
room-temperature phosphorescence 
harvesting system for lysosome-targeted 
imaging.[12] In particular, two macrocycles 
such as cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) and nega-

tively charged calixarene, were coassembled with organic dyes, 
giving the topological morphology changes from nanorods to 
nanoparticles, which not only redshifted the emission of dyes, 
but also enhanced their fluorescence intensity.[13] It can be seen 
that by using two or more kinds of noncovalent interactions 
is conducive to the construction of multilevel supramolecular 
assemblies. However, there are few reports on the research of 
changing the topological morphology to modulate the Förster 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) process.

To achieve an efficient FRET process, two supramolecular 
macrocycles are introduced to facilitate the construction of 
multilevel assemblies. Among them, CB[8] was selected as 
the first macrocycles because the CB[8] can induce molecular 
dimerization,[14] molecular folding,[15] and molecular isomeriza-
tion[16] through host–guest interactions,[17] thereby giving obvi-
ously luminescence change. Although the positively charged 
guests have been encapsulated by cucurbituril through host–
guest interactions,[18] the exposed positively charged motif can 
also interact with the negatively charged macrocycles through 
the electrostatic interactions,[19] resulting in the enhancement 
of fluorescence intensity and change of the morphology, which 
was benefit to coassembly with dyes for an efficient FRET 

ReseaRch aRticle
 

1. Introduction

Taking advantage of noncovalent interactions to construct 
multi level supramolecular assemblies is one of the hot topics in 
supramolecular research. By means of the multiple hydrogen 
bonds,[1] halogen bonds,[2] macrocycles encapsulation interac-
tions,[3] metal coordination interactions,[4] noncovalent poly-
merization,[5] the formed supramolecular assemblies have been 
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process. Especially in the light-harvesting energy transfer sys-
tems,[20] the introduction of electrostatic interactions is the 
most popular method to construct stable assemblies with 
low critical aggregation concentration.[21] Therefore, multiple 
charged cyclodextrins, which possess positively or negatively 
charged units on the primary and secondary side, were the best 
second candidate.[22] Meanwhile, the main component in cyclo-
dextrins are D-glucose units rather than aromatic ring,[23] so the 
quenching phenomenon of fluorophore can also be avoided. 
Based on the successfully construction of the multilevel supra-
molecular assemblies through various noncovalent interac-
tions, the modulation of topological morphology and multicolor 
luminescence behaviors will be realized.

Herein, we constructed multilevel supramolecular assem-
blies based on tetraphenylethylene pyridinium (TPE-Py), CB[8] 
and sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin (SBE-βCD) (Scheme 1). The 
first addition of CB[8] can form a 1:2 stoichiometric inclusion 
complex with TPE-Py through host–guest interactions with 
bathochromic shift about 35 nm. The second addition of neg-
atively charged SBE-βCD coassembly with CB[8] complex to 
form nanosheets with enhanced fluorescence intensity through 
the electrostatic interactions. The formed ternary supramolec-
ular assemblies TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD served as excellent 
light-harvesting platform transferred the energy to the NIR 
dye sulfonated aluminum phthalocyanine (AlPcS4) with 75% 
energy transfer efficiency and an antenna effect of up to 29.3, 
accompanied by a bathochromic shift about 10 nm for AlPcS4 
emission. By using multilevel supramolecular assemblies, it 
can be used for multicolor luminescence information storage 
and multiple logical gate systems.

Binding behavior between TPE-Py and CB[8] was first 
investigated by using the UV–vis absorption and fluorescence 
spectroscopy in aqueous solution. The TPE-Py possesses the 

maximum absorption peak at 387  nm, and then changed to 
400  nm with the increase of CB[8] concentration (Figure  1a). 
Meanwhile, the fluorescence emission at 565  nm was also 
changed to 600 nm with addition of CB[8] (Figure 1b). Based on 
the strong bind interaction between positively charged TPE-Py 
and CB[8], the stoichiometry of the inclusion complex was cal-
culated to be 1:2 of CB[8]:TPE-Py from a Job's plot (Figure S1a, 
Supporting Information). Therefore, the stepwise binding con-
stants (K) can be calculated as 2.95 × 1011 M−2 by nonlinear least-
squares fitting of the fluorescence titration between TPE-Py and 
CB[8] (Figure S1b, Supporting Information). In addition, the 
1H-NMR also confirmed the TPE-Py has a strong interaction 
with CB[8], with the chemical shift of pyridinium to the high 
field (Figure S2, Supporting Information).

To enhance the fluorescence intensity of TPE-Py⊂CB[8] inclu-
sion complex, SBE-βCD was employed to coassembly because 
the negatively charged sulfonates can interact with TPE-Py 
through electrostatic interactions. As shown in Figure  1c, the 
fluorescence intensity at 600  nm enhanced obviously after 
adding the SBE-βCD, demonstrating that the SBE-βCD can be 
effectively coassembled with TPE-Py⊂CB[8], and fluorescence 
intensity was enhanced by a factor of 20 (Figure 1e). More con-
tent of SBE-βCD did not cause any fluorescence quenching 
or blue shift, demonstrating the stability of the coassembly 
TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD. In order to investigate fluores-
cence enhancement, we compared the fluorescence behavior 
between TPE-Py and SBE-βCD. In the absence of CB[8], the 
SBE-βCD can also induce the tenfold fluorescence enhance-
ment of TPE-Py, and continuing addition of SBE-βCD did not 
cause any fluorescence quenching, confirming that the electro-
static assembly of TPE-Py and SBE-βCD is the main effect of 
fluorescence enhancement, and the formed TPE-Py@SBE-βCD  
is also stable (Figure  1d,e). According to the excellent 
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the multilevel assembly mechanism of TPE-Py, CB[8], and SBE-βCD, as well as their FRET process with AlPcS4.
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fluorescence enhancement of the supramolecular assemblies 
in the presence of SBE-βCD, we compared the fluorescence 
spectra of TPE-Py, TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, TPE-Py⊂CB[8], and 
TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD (Figure  1f). The TPE-Py displayed 
very weak fluorescence emission at 565  nm. Upon addi-
tion of SBE-βCD, the fluorescence intensity of TPE-Py can be 
increased tenfold without any bathochromic shift. While, upon 
addition of CB[8] in the TPE-Py solution, a bathochromic shift 
of 35  nm occurred in the fluorescence emission spectrum,  
displaying a weak fluorescence. Subsequently, after adding  
SBE-βCD in the solution of TPE-Py⊂CB[8], the fluorescence 
spectra occurred obviously enhanced without any blue shift. 
Meanwhile, the UV–vis spectra also showed that the addition of 
SBE-βCD did not change the TPE-Py⊂CB[8] absorption during 
the coassembly process (Figure S3, Supporting Information), 
confirming the stability of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD. The 
above results indicated that the first addition of CB[8] encap-
sulated TPE-Py through host–guest interactions, which respon-

sible for the bathochromic shift of the spectrum. The second 
addition of negatively charged SBE-βCD was in charge of fluo-
rescence enhancement through the electrostatic interactions.

Subsequently, the assembly processes of SBE-βCD with 
TPE-Py and TPE-Py⊂CB[8] were measured at 600  nm optical 
transmittance. In the absence of SBE-βCD, the optical transmit-
tance of TPE-Py was decreased gradually with the increase of 
concentration (Figure 2a; Figure S4a, Supporting Information). 
In contrast, the optical transmittance was decreased rapidly in 
the presence of SBE-βCD, and remains stable for concentra-
tions greater than 35  µM (Figure  2b; Figure S4b, Supporting 
Information). The different optical transmittance changes dem-
onstrated that the TPE-Py can self-aggregate by π–π stacking 
interactions, while the SBE-βCD can effectively induce the 
aggregation of TPE-Py and displayed a stable assembly through 
the π–π stacking interactions and electrostatic interactions, 
thereby significantly reduced critical aggregation concentration 
(CAC). A plot of optical transmittance at 600 nm versus TPE-Py 
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Figure 1. a) UV–vis absorption and b) fluorescence spectra of TPE-Py (10 µm) upon addition of CB[8] (0-10 µm) in aqueous solution (λex = 400 nm; slits: 
10/10 nm); Fluorescence spectra of c) TPE-Py⊂CB[8] and d) TPE-Py upon addition of SBE-βCD (0-17 µm) in aqueous solution (λex = 400 nm; slits: 5/5 nm), 
Inset: Photographs of TPE-Py⊂CB[8] and TPE-Py upon addition of SBE-βCD under 365 nm irradiation. e) Fluorescence intensity of TPE-Py⊂CB[8] and 
TPE-Py upon addition of SBE-βCD. f) Fluorescence contrast analysis of TPE-Py, TPE-Py⊂CB[8], TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD.
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concentration demonstrated that the critical aggregation con-
centration was 35 µm in the presence of SBE-βCD. According 
to the calculation of CAC, the optimum molar ratio of  
TPE-Py@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD was evalu-
ated on the concentration of TPE-Py at 40 µm. With the increase 
of SBE-βCD concentration, the optical transmittance decreased 
to a minimum of 91% and then increased slightly (Figure  2c; 
Figure S4c, Supporting Information), and the best mixing ratio 
for TPE-Py@SBE-βCD was calculated to be about 6:1. Similar, 
the minimum optical transmittance was also displayed at a 
TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD molar ratio of about  6:1 and did 
not increase after further addition of SBE-βCD (Figure  2d;  
Figure S4d, Supporting Information), demonstrating the best 
mixing ratio was unchanged and the coassembly was very 
stable. Compared to the solutions of TPE-Py, a mixture solu-
tion of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD at 
the ratio of 6:1 displayed a clear Tyndall effect (Figure 2d inset), 
demonstrating the formation of abundant supramolecular 
aggregates.

The assembly morphology of TPE-Py, TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, 
TPE-Py⊂CB[8], and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD were meas-
ured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure  3). 
The TEM photos showed that the TPE-Py and TPE-Py⊂CB[8] 
complex were all formed irregular nanofragments. While, 
the TPE-Py@SBE-βCD gave obvious spherical nanoparticles 
with the diameters about 100  nm. In contrast, the assemblies 
of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD were shown as clear nanosheets 
with the diameters of about 500 nm. According to the morpho-
logic transformation from nanoparticles of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD  
to nanosheets of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD, we confirmed 

that the negatively charged SBE-βCD can interact with  
TPE-Py⊂CB[8] complex through electrostatic interactions. Mean-
while, the fluorescence quantum yields of TPE-Py and TPE-
Py⊂CB[8] were measured to be 1.35% and 4.48%, respectively 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). In contrast, the quantum 
yields of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD  
displayed obvious enhanced as 24.11% and 46.21%, respectively. 
Because CB[8] has a strong binding affinity for TPE-Py, TPE-Py 
can be first encapsulated into the cavity of CB[8] through host–
guest interactions, and then assembled with SBE-βCD through 
electrostatic interactions to form nanosheets, so as to obtain a 
high quantum yield of 46.21% due to the macrocycle confine-
ment and secondary assembly. In contrast, the direct assembly 
of TPE-Py and SBE-βCD can form nanoparticles though only 
multiple electrostatic interactions, resulting in relatively 
low quantum yields of 24.11%. The lifetime of TPE-Py, TPE-
Py⊂CB[8], TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD  
were measured to be 1.88, 1.94, 4.11, 5.07 ns, respectively (Figure S6,  
Supporting Information). To investigate the mechanism of the 
assembly, we further evaluated the circular dichroism spectra of 
the assemblies. As shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Information), 
the spectra of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD  
all displayed no Cotton effects, suggesting that the TPE-Py was 
not encapsulated in the SBE-βCD cavity. Therefore, the driving 
force for assembly was mainly dependent on the π–π stacking 
interactions of TPE-Py, CB[8] host–guest encapsulation, and 
electrostatic interactions.

By using the excellent fluorescence performance of the TPE-
Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD, it can be used as a good artificial light-har-
vesting platform for transferring the energy to a NIR dye, such 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 33, 2300779

Figure 2. Optical transmittance changes of TPE-Py in the presence of SBE-βCD a) 0 µm and b) 5 µm; Optical transmittance changes of c) TPE-Py 
(40 µm) and d) TPE-Py⊂CB[8] (TPE-Py = 40 µm; CB[8] = 20 µm) with the different concentrations of SBE-βCD. Inset: Tyndall effects exhibited by 1) TPE-Py,  
2) TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, 3) TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD.
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as sulfonated aluminum phthalocyanine (AlPcS4). After doping 
the AlPcS4 in the solution of the TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD,  
the fluorescence intensity at 600  nm gradually decreased, 
accompanied by the enhancement of the fluorescence intensity 
at 693 nm (Figure 4a). According to the fluorescence quenching 
of the TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD during the energy transfer 
process, the energy-transfer efficiency was calculated to be 75% 
(Figure S8a, Supporting Information), and the antenna effect 
was 29.3 at a donor/acceptor molar ratio of 278:1 (Figure  4b). 
In contrast, the TPE-Py@SBE-βCD also can transfer the energy 
to the AlPcS4 (Figure 4c). However, the fluorescence enhance-
ment of the AlPcS4 was lower than that of the TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@
SBE-βCD. The energy-transfer efficiency of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD 
to AlPcS4 was measured to be 47% and the antenna effect was 
only 12.2 (Figures S8b,c, Supporting Information). The reason 
of different energy-transfer efficiency and antenna effect may 
mainly be from the different overlaps between donor and 
acceptor. Because the TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD displayed 
about 35 nm bathochromic shift of fluorescence emission more 
than TPE-Py@SBE-βCD due to the complexation of CB[8] and 
TPE-Py (Figure  4d), which increased the overlapped area with 
AlPcS4 absorption, thereby greatly enhanced the energy-transfer 
efficiency and antenna effect. Moreover, we found that the emis-
sion of AlPcS4 also occurred about a 10 nm bathochromic shift 
from 683 to 693 nm. The main reason may be that the doping 
of AlPcS4 into the supramolecular assembly can not only avoid 
the fluorescence quenching of the AlPcS4 self-aggregation, but 
also realized the fluorescence emission bathochromic shift 
through the assembly confinement. On the other hand, as 
compared to sulfato-β-cyclodextrin (SCD) without alkyl chains 
(Scheme S2, Supporting Information), SBE-βCD effectively 
improved its hydrophobicity, which was beneficial to the energy 
transfer process in multilevel supramolecular assemblies. The 
fluorescence titration experiments results displayed that SCD 

can induce the fluorescence enhancement of TPE-Py and TPE-
Py⊂CB[8] (Figure S9a,b, Supporting Information). However, no 
efficient energy transfer process occurs between TPE-Py@SCD  
and AlPcS4 (Figure S9c, Supporting Information), as well as 
between TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SCD and AlPcS4 (Figure S9d, Sup-
porting Information), confirming that the presence of SCD in 
such assemblies can only induce fluorescence enhancement 
and cannot construct efficient light-harvesting energy transfer 
systems.

To further investigate the light-harvesting process, we evalu-
ated the quantum yields and fluorescence decay experiments. 
The quantum yields of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 and TPE-
Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 displayed obvious decreased as 
12.20% and 11.13%, respectively (Figure S10, Supporting Infor-
mation). The lifetime values of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 
and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 were also decreased 
and measured to be 4.06 and 3.11  ns (Figure S11, Supporting 
Information), confirming the efficient energy transfer from 
the TPE-Py@SBE-βCD or TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD to the 
AlPcS4 acceptor. In addition, the morphology of the TPE-Py@
SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 
were further confirmed by using TEM (Figure S12, Supporting 
Information). After doping the AlPcS4 in the solution of  
TPE-Py@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD, there is no 
obvious morphology change during this energy transfer pro-
cess. Based on the light-harvesting energy transfer process, 
we found that the supramolecular assembly strategy based 
on CB[8] and negatively charged cyclodextrin is beneficial to 
improve the energy transfer efficiency and antenna effect. 
Because the assemblies all have similar light yellow color, but 
the fluorescence is quite different, therefore can be used for the 
information storage. By using the different assembly solutions, 
the letters of N, K, U are indistinguishable under daylight, but 
can be interpreted under 365 nm irradiation (Figure 4e,f).

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 33, 2300779

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy image of a) TPE-Py, b) TPE-Py⊂CB[8], c) TPE-Py@SBE-βCD, d) TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD.
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With these satisfactory light-harvesting energy transfer pro-
cess of multilevel supramolecular assemblies in mind, it can be 
used to construct multiple logic gate systems.[24] The logic device 
defined the different components of the assembly as inputs and 
the fluorescence emission intensity at 600 nm under excitation 
at 400  nm as output (Figure  5). For output, the fluorescence 
intensity above 750 is denoted as 1 and the one below as 0. There-
fore, three INHIBIT logic gate systems with optical output were 
designed. Significantly, the output 0 and 1 states of the current 
logic circuit represent several different types of supramolecular 
assemblies. In three logical gate systems (Figure 5a–c), the fluo-
rescence intensity at 600 nm can be “locked” in the coexistence 
of TPE-Py, CB[8], and SBE-βCD. AlPcS4 as a NOT gate was intro-
duced, which can work in a platform with a “silent” signal output, 
and displayed clearly in the truth table (Figure 5d–f; Figure S13, 
Supporting Information). Although the simple logical gates were 
constructed by multilevel supramolecular assemblies, while the 

increase of the inputs components made the output information 
becomes complicated, holding great potential for the construc-
tion of complex logic circuits.

2. Conclusion

In summary, we constructed an efficient light-harvesting 
supramolecular assembly based on TPE-Py, CB[8], SBE-βCD, 
and AlPcS4 through the host–guest interactions, π–π stacking 
interactions, and electrostatic interactions. In the assemblies, 
CB[8] encapsulated TPE-Py to form host-guest  complexes   with 
bathochromic shift about 35 nm, and then coassembly with SBE-
βCD to form nanosheets with the enhancement of fluorescence 
intensity about 20 times  through  electrostatic interactions. The 
formed TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD can be served as an excel-
lent energy transfer platform to a NIR dye AlPcS4 with 75% 

Figure 4. a) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD (TPE-Py = 40 µm, CB[8] = 20 µm, SBE-βCD = 8 µm) upon gradual addition of AlPcS4 
(λex = 400 nm; slits: 5/2.5 nm). b) Antenna effect maxima of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4. (Red line: assemblies emission, λex = 400 nm; blue line: 
AlPcS4 emission, λex = 675 nm; black line: normalized emission spectrum of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD according to the red line. Inset: Photographs  
of TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD and TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 under 405  nm irradiation. c) Fluorescence spectra of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD  
(TPE-Py = 40 µm, SBE-βCD = 8 µm) upon gradual addition of AlPcS4 (λex = 400 nm; slits: 5/2.5 nm). d) Normalized emission spectra of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD,  
TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD and AlPcS4, as well as the normalized absorption spectrum of AlPcS4. e,f) Information storage of TPE-Py@SBE-βCD (N), 
TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD (K), TPE-Py⊂CB[8]@SBE-βCD@AlPcS4 (U) under daylight and 365 nm irradiation.
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energy-transfer efficiency and an antenna effect value of 29.3, 
displaying clear NIR signal amplification with a bathochromic 
shift about 10 nm. The supramolecular coassembly strategy for 
making use of two kinds of macrocycles not only realized the 
bathochromic shift of emission spectra, but also enhanced their 
intensity. Benefiting from the multilevel supramolecular assem-
blies, multicolour luminescence information storage and mul-
tiple logical gate systems are successfully implemented.
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